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Unarmed strike 5e

Edit Shared Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Dungeons and Dragons Wiki Typical Combat Encounters are clashes between two sides, arms swings, feints, parries, shoes, and Spelling. The game organizes the chaos of the battle into a cycle
of rounds and turns. Round represents about 6 seconds in the game world. During the round, each participant in the battle took a turn. The turn arrangement is determined at the Beginning of the combat encounter, when everyone winds up the Initiative. Once everyone has taken a turn, the
fight continues to the next round if both sides have beaten the other. Specify Surprise. GM determines whether anyone involved in combat encounters is shocked. Setting up a post: GM decides where all the characters and Monsters are located. Given the Adventurer's Marching Order or
their position stated in another room or location, GM is thinking about where are̶how remotely and in the direction of what. Roll Initiative: Everyone involved in the rolls Initiative battle meeting, defining the turn arrangement of fighters. Take a turn. Each participant in the battle took a turn in
the order of the Initiative. Start the next round. When everyone involved in the battle had had a turn, the round ended. Repeat step 4 until the Battle stops. A group of adventurers sneak over the Bandit camp, spring from the trees to attack them. Gelatinous cubes glide down the dungeon
Trail, unknoned by adventurers until the cubes involve one of them. In these situations, one side of the battle got Shock over the other. GM determines who might be surprised. If both sides are trying to be stealthy, they automatically see each other. Otherwise, GM compares the screening
of Dexterity (Stealth) anyone who hides with the Passive Wisdom (Perception) score of each creature on the opposing side. Any character or monster that didn't notice the threat was shocked at the beginning of the encounter. If you're surprised, you can't move or take action at the first turn
of your battle, and you can't take Reaction until that turn ends. Group members can be surprised even if other Members don't. Initiatives determine the arrangement of turns during the battle. When the fighting began, each participant made a Dexterity inspection to determine their place in
the order of the Initiative. GM makes a roll for the whole group of creatures equal, so each member of the group acts at the same time. GM ranks fighters in order from the one with the highest number of Dexterity inspections to the lowest. This is an order (called the Initiative order) where
they act during each This Initiative Order remains the same from round to round. If the tie happens, GM decides the order among the GM-controlled creatures is bound, and the players decide the order between their bonded characters. Be bound. GM may decide the order if the bond
between the monster and the character of the player. Optionally, GM can have bound characters and monsters each launch d20 to determine the order, the highest roll goes first. In Your Turn, you can move the distance up to your speed and take an action. You decide whether to move first
or take your actions first. Your speed— sometimes called your walking speed—is displayed on your character sheet. The most Common actions you can take are described in the Action section in the Battle. Many Class Features and Other Abilities provide additional options for your actions.



You can release moves, take actions, or do anything at all on Your Turn. If you can't decide what to do on Your Turn, consider taking Dodge or Ready action, as described in Action in Combat. Various Class Features, Spelling and Other Abilities allow you to take additional actions on Your
Queue called Bonus Action. The Sneaky Action feature, for example, allows the pedestrian to take Bonus Action. You can take Bonus Action only when special capabilities, spelling, or other features of the game state that you can do something as a Bonus Action. You do not otherwise have
Bonus Action to take. You can only take one Bonus Action in Your Queue, so you must choose which Bonus Action will be used when you have more than one available. You choose when to take Bonus Action during Your Queue, unless the time of bonus action is determined, and anything
that disarms your ability to take Action also prevents you from taking Bonus Actions. Your turn can include a variety of flour that doesn't require your actions or your steps. You can communicate however you can, through simple utilities and gestures, as you take Turn.You can also interact
with one object or Environment feature for free, during your steps or actions. For example, you can open the door during your steps as you move towards the enemy, or you can pull your weapon as part of the same action you used to Attack.If you want to interact with a second object, you
need to use your actions. Some Magic Items and Other Special Objects always require actions to use, as described in their description. GM may require you to use the action for any of these activities when it requires special care or when it presents an incredible obstacle. For example, GM
can expect to use the action to open the sealed door or turn on the crease to lower the drawbridge. Certain Ability, Spelling and Special situations allow you to take specific actions called Follow Up. A reaction is an immediate response to the originator of some type, which may apply to you
or to others. Opportunity attacks are the most commonly used type of reaction. When you take a Reply, you cannot take another until the beginning of the next turn. If the reaction interferes with the turn of another creature, another, can continue its turn shortly after the Reaction.In,
characters and Monsters are in constant motion, often using Movement and Position to get the upper hand. In Your Turn, you can move the distance up to your speed. You can use as many or as little of your speed as you like in Your Turn, follow the rules here. Your movements can include
Jumping, climbing, and Swimming. These different modes of movement can be combined on foot, or they can form your entire move. However you move, you cut the distance of each part of your move from your speed until it is used or until you finish moving. You can break your
Movements in Your Turn, use some of your speed before and after your actions. For example, if you have a 30-foot speed, you can move 10 feet, take your action, and then move 20 feet. If you take action that includes more than one gun attack, you can break your movement further by
moving between such attacks. For example, a fighter who can make two attacks with additional Attack features and who have a 25-foot speed can move 10 feet, make attacks, move 15 feet, and then Attack again. If you have more than one speed, such as your walking speed and flying
speed, you can turn backwards between your speed while moving you. Every time you switch, minus the distance you've moved from new speed. The result determines how much further you can move. If the result is 0 or less, you can't use new speeds during the current step. For example,
if you have a speed of 30 and the speed of flying 60 because the Wizard throws a flying spell at you, you can fly 20 feet, then walk 10 feet, and then jump into the air to fly 30 feet more.Combat is rare in exposed rooms or in the square without features. Boulder-strewn caves, briar choking
forests, treacherous staircases—the setting of common fights contain difficult terrain. Each leg of movement on the terrain is hard to cost an extra 1 foot. This rule is true even if some things in the space count as difficult terrain. Low furniture, rubble, underground, steep staircases, snow, and
shallow bogs are examples of tough terrain. Other creature spaces, whether Hostile or not, also count as tough terrain.Combatants often find themselves conditional on the ground, either because they are knocked down or because they throw themselves down. In the game, they are
Prone.You can fall vulnerable without using your speed. Standing takes more effort; do so cost the same amount of Movement with half your speed. For example, if your speed is 30 feet, you must spend 15 feet of Movement to stand. You can't stand if you don't have enough movement left
or if your speed 0.To move while exposed, you must crawl or use magic like teleportation. Each leg of movement while crawling costs an extra 1 foot. Crawl 1 feet on difficult, difficult terrain, 3-foot Motion Cost.Here are some examples of what types of things you can do in tandem with your
Movement and actions: draw or cross an open sword or close the door pulling back a position from your backpack taking an axe dropped taking the smell The table removes the ring from your finger stuff some food into your mouth plant banner inside the ground fish some coins from the ale
in the flag throwing a lever or a torch pull switch from the sconce taking a book off your shelves can reach Extinguishing a small fire doing your cloak hood pull mask and on top of your head put your ears to a small stone kicking door turning locks in a floor tap lock with a 10-foot hand of
items to another character You can move through the non-hostile creature Space. On the other hand, you can move through the hostile creature space only if the creature is at least two sizes larger or smaller than you. Remember that other creature spaces are a difficult terrain for you.
Whether a creature is a friend or an enemy, you can't end your move in its space. If you leave the reach of hostile creatures during your move, you trigger an attack opportunity. Flying creatures enjoy many benefits of mobility, but they must also deal with the dangers of falling. If the flying
creature is knocked exposed, having its speed reduced to 0, or otherwise deprived of the ability to move, the creature falls, unless it has the ability to hover or it is being held aloft by magic, such as by flying spells. Each creature takes up a different amount of space. Table: Size category
shows how much space a certain size control creature is in combat. Objects sometimes use the same size category. SpaceA's creature space is an area in the legs that it effectively controls in combat, not its physical dimensional expression. A typical Medium Creature is not 5 feet wide, for
example, but it controls spacious space. If Medium Hobgoblin stands at the door 5 feet wide, other creatures are inascusable unless Hobgoblin let them. The creature space also reflects the areas needed to fight effectively. For that reason, there are limits to the number of creatures that can
surround other creatures in combat. Assuming the Medium fighter, eight creatures can fit in a 5ft radius around the other. Because larger beings take up more space, less than they can circle the creatures. If five large creatures are crowded around a moderate or smaller one, there is little
room for others. On the other hand, as many as twenty Simple creatures can surround Gargantuan. Creatures can squeeme through a large enough space for a one-sizer creature of a smaller size Therefore, large creatures can squeequeece through the Pathway which is only 5 feet wide.
While squeegging through space, the creature must spend an extra 1 feet for each leg it moves there, and it has a disadvantage on the Rolls and Resilience-Saving Throws. Rolls' attack on the creature has an advantage while it is in smaller spaces. When you take your actions on Your
Turn, you can take one of the actions presented here, the actions you get from your class or Special features, or the actions you improvise. Many Monsters have their own Choice of Action on their statistical blocks. When you describe actions that aren't detailed elsewhere in the rules, GM
tells you whether the action is possible and what type of roll you should make, if any, to determine success or failure. The most common action to take in combat is the action of the Attack, whether you swing a sword, shoot an arrow from the submission, or struggling with your fist. With this
action, you make a melee or revolve around attacks. See the Make Attack section for the rules governing attacks. Certain features, such as the Additional Fighter Attack feature, allow you to make more than one Attack with this action. Spelling like wizards and scholars, as well as many
Monsters, has access to Spelling and can use it for great effect in combat. Each spelling has a Casting Time, which determines whether the casser must use actions, reactions, minutes, or hours to remove spelling. Casting Spelling is, therefore, not necessarily an act. Most Spelling has a
Casting Time of 1 action, so Spelling often uses its actions in the battle to throw such spellings. When you take Dash action, you get extra movement for the current turn. This upgrade is equivalent to your speed, after using any modifications. With a speed of 30 feet, for example, you can
move up to 60 feet in Your Turn if you hit. Any increase or decrease to your speed changes this additional movement by the same amount. If your 30-foot speed is reduced to 15 feet, for example, you can move up to 30 feet this turns if you hit. If you take action Stinged, your movement
doesn't trigger An Opportunity Attack for another turn. When you take Dodge's actions, you focus entirely on avoiding attacks. Until the beginning of your next turn, any attack rolls made against you have a disadvantage if you can see the attacker, and you make a Dexterity Saving Throw
with an edge. You lose this benefit if you are in capable (as described in the Terms) or if your speed falls to 0.You may lend your assistance to other creatures in completing the task. When you take Help actions, the creatures you help get on the next ability check, he makes to carry out the
task you helped, on the condition that he make a check before the start of the next turn. Alternatively, you can help friendly creatures attack creatures within 5 feet of you. You feint, distract the target, or in some other way the troops to make your ally's attack more memorable. If your allies
attack the target before your next turn, the first roll of attack is made with advantages. When you you Hide action, you check the Durability (Stealth) in an attempt to hide, follow the rules for Hiding. If you succeed, you get certain benefits, as described in the Attackers and Uncensored Target
sections. Sometimes you want to get a jump on the enemy or wait for certain situations before you act. To do so, you can take the Ready action at Your Turn, which allows you to act using your Reaction before the next start of the turn. First, you decide what conceived circumstances will
trigger your Reaction. Then, you choose the action you will take in response to the trigger, or you choose to move to your speed in response to it. Examples include If the cultist steps on the trap, I'll pull the lever that opens it, and If Goblin steps next to me, I move away. When the trigger
occurs, you can take your Reaction right after the trigger is completed or ignores the trigger. Remember that you can only take one Reaction per round. When you're ready to spell, you throw it as usual but hold its energy, which you release with your Reaction when the trigger occurs. To
read, spelling must have Casting Time 1 action, and holding onto spelling magic requires Concentration. If your concentration is damaged, spelling disappears without taking effect. For example, if you concentrate on web spelling and ready Magic Missiles, your web spelling ends, and if you
take damage before you release a Magic Missile with your Reaction, your Concentration may be damaged. When you take a Search action, you concentrate you on finding something. Depending on your Search Type, GM may make a Wisdom (Perception) or Intelligence (Investigation)
check. You usually interact with objects while doing something else, such as when you pull a sword as part of an Attack. When an object needs your action for its use, you take the Use Object action. This action is also useful when you want to interact with more than one object on
Turn.Whether you pull with a melee weapon, shoot a weapon at a range, or Make a roll attack as part of a spell, An Attack has a simple structure. Select a target. Select a target in your attack range: creatures, objects, or locations. Specify a modification. GM determines whether the target
has protection and whether you have an advantage or disadvantage against the target. In addition, Spelling, Special Abilities, and Other Effects can apply for a penalty or bonus to roll your Attack. Resolve Attacks. You made an Attack roll. At you wind up the damage, unless a particular
Attack has rules that determine otherwise. Some attacks cause Special Effects in addition to or instead of damage. If there are any questions about whether something you do counts as an Attack, the rule is simple: if you Create an Attack roll, you Make An Attack.When you are you attack,
your attack roll determines whether the attack hit or missed. To make an Attack roll, roll d20 and add the appropriate modifications. If the number of rolls plus modifications is equivalent or exceeds the target Shield Class (AC), the attack hits. AC character is determined on Character
Creation, while the monster AC is in its statistical block. When the character makes an Attack roll, two of the Most Common Modifiers to Roll are capabilities modifications and character Efficiency Bonus. When a monster makes an Attack roll, it uses whatever modifications are provided in its
statistical blocks. Capacity Modification: The modification of the ability used for melee weapons attacks is Strength, and the modification of the ability used for revolve around weapons attacks is Durability. Weapons that have property fines or are removed violate these rules. Some Spelling
also requires an attack roll. The modification of the capabilities used for spelling Attacks depends on the Powerer's Bonus Spelling Capability.Efficiency: You add your Efficiency Bonus to your Attack roll when you Attack using weapons you have efficiency, as well as when you Strike with
spelling. Sometimes fate is not blessed or condemned fighters, causing new people to be hit and veterans miss out. If the D20 rolls for Attack are 20, the attack struck regardless of any modification or AC target. This is called a critical hit. If the D20 rolls for Attack are 1, Missed attacks
regardless of any modifier or AC.Combatants targets often try to Escape their enemy notices by Hiding, casting visibility spells, or hiding in Darkness.When you Attack targets you can't see, you have a disadvantage on the Roll of Attack. This is true whether you're guessing the target
location or you're targeting creatures you can hear but don't see. If the target isn't in the location you're targeting, you're automatically missed, but GM usually just says that the Attack is missed, not whether you're guessing the target location correctly. When the creature can't see you, you
have an edge on Rolls Attack against it. If you're hidden—unachanged and unheard—when you make an Attack, you give your location when attacks are hit or missed. When you make a revolving attack, you shoot submissive or crossbow, hurl a Handaxe, or otherwise send projectiles to
attack the enemy at a distance. The monster might shoot the spine from its tail. Many Spelling also involves making attacks revoltal. You can make Ranged Attacks only against Target within the specified range. If the attack revolts around, as made with a spell, has a range you cannot
Attack targets outside this range. Some Of the Revolval attacks, such as those made with Longbow or Shortbow, have two ranges. Smaller volume is the normal range, and the larger amount is the long range. Your Attack Roll has a disadvantage when your target is out of the normal range,
and you can't Attack targets long range. Targeting revolving attacks is harder when the enemy is on your side. When you make an attack revolves around weapons, spells, or some other way, you have a disadvantage on the Attack roll if you are within 5 feet of hostile creatures that can see
you and who are innocenceless. Used in hand-to-hand battles, melee attacks allow you to attack enemies within your reach. Melee attacks typically use hand weapons such as swords, Warhammer, or axes. A common monster makes a melee attack when it strikes with nails, horns, teeth,
tentacles, or other parts of the body. Some Spells also involve making an attack melee. Most creatures have a 5-foot reach and therefore can Attack Target within 5 feet of them when making a melee attack. Certain creatures (usually larger than Medium) have Melee Attacks with a reach of
greater than 5 feet, as mentioned in their description. Instead of using weapons to make gun attacks melee, you can use an Unsynced Strike: blows, kicks, buttocks of head, or similar forced blows (none counted as weapons). On the hit, an Unsynced Strike deals with the same bludgeoning
damage to 1+ modifications of your Strength. You are skilled at your uninspired strike. In fights, everyone always watches the opportunity to attack enemies who escape or pass. Such strikes are called opportunity attacks. You can make an attack a chance when a Hostile creature you can
see moves out of your reach. To make an attack an opportunity, you use your Reaction to make a melee attack on a creature that provokes provocations. An attack occurred just before the creature left your reach. You can avoid triggering opportunity attacks by taking Action Stinged. You
also don't trigger an opportunity attack when you're Teleport or when someone or something moves you without using your Movement, action or Response. For example, you don't trigger an opportunity attack if an explosion rocks you out of enemy reach or if gravity causes you to fall past
the enemy. When you take action on attack and attack with the light melee weapon you hold on to one hand, you can use Bonus Action to Attack with the different light melee weapons you hold on the other side. You don't add your ability modifications to bonus attack damage, unless the
modification is negative. If either gun has a discarded property, you can throw a gun, rather than make an Attack melee with it. When Want to grab a creature or wrestling with it, you can use the action of Attack to make a Special Melee Attack, grapes. If you can make multiple attacks with
an Attack action, this attack replaces one of them. Your grape target must be no more than one size larger than you and must be within your reach. Using at least one free hand, you try to seize the target by making a grape check instead of the Attack roll: Strength Strength check contested
by a review of Strength (Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatics) (the target chooses the ability to use). If you're successful, you're subject to a target to Grappled's state (see Conditions). These conditions specify things that terminate them, and you can release the target whenever you like (no
action is required). Escape from Grapple: The Grappled Creature can use his actions to Escape. To do so, it must be successful at the Strength (Athletics) or Liquidity (Acrobatic) examination contested by your Strength (Athletic) examination. Moving the Grape Creatures: When you move,
you can drag or carry a creature of grape with you, but your speed is divided, unless the creature is two or more size smaller than you. Battles often involve your powers against your enemies. Such challenges are represented by the competition. The section includes the most Common
Contests requiring action in combat: Grappling and Shoving creatures. GM can use the Contest as a model for improving others. Using attack actions, you can make a Special Melee Attack to induce a creature, whether to knock it down exposed or reject it from you. If you can make multiple
attacks with an Attack action, this attack replaces one of them. The target must be no more than one size larger than you and must be within your reach. Instead of Making an Attack roll, you make a Strength (Athletic) check contested by the target strength (Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatic)
checks (the target chooses the ability to use). If you win a competition, you either knock the target exposed or push it 5 feet away from you. Walls, trees, creatures, and other obstacles can provide cover during battles, making targets harder to harm. Targets can benefit from protection only
when an Attack or other effect comes from the opposite side of the cover. There are three degrees of cover. If the target is behind various protection resources, only the most protection level applies; degrees are not added together. For example, if the target is behind the creature that gives
half the cover and the tree trunk giving it a three-quarter cover, the target has a three-quarter cover. Targets with half the coverage have a +2 bonus to AC and Dexterity Saving Throw. The target has half the cover if the barrier blocks at least half of his body. The obstacle may be a low wall,
a large piece of furniture, a narrow tree trunk, or a creature, whether the creature is an enemy or a friend. Target with protection The quarter has a +5 bonus to AC and Endurance Saving Throw. Target has a three-quarter protection if about three-quarters of them are covered by obstacles.
Obstacles may be portculate, arrow slits, or thick tree trunks. Targets with sum covered cannot be targeted directly by Attack or spelling, although some Spelling can achieve such targets by incorporating them in the areas of Impact. The target has a sum covered if completed by obstacles.
Injuries and risk of death are constant companions for those who explore the world of fantasy games. Thrust the sword, the arrows well placed, or blast fire from the Fireball spell all have the potential to damage, or even kill, the hardest of the creatures. Hit Points represents a combination of
physical and mental endurance, life abilities, and luck. Beings with more Eye Hit are harder to kill. Those with fewer Hit Points are more fragile. Hit Points during creatures (usually just called hit points) can be any number from the maximum hit point of the creature to 0. This number often
changes as the creature takes damage or receives healing.Every time the creature takes damage, the damage is withdrawn from its Hit Eye. The loss of Hit Points has no Effect on the ability of the creature until the creature falls to 0 Hit Points.Every weapon, spelling, and the ability of
dangerous monsters determines the damage it handles. You roll off dead or chest damage, add any modifications, and apply damage to your target. Magic weapons, Special Abilities, and other factors can provide bonuses for damage. With a penalty, it is possible to deal with 0 damage,
but never negative damage. When attacking with a weapon, you add a modification of your ability—the same modification applies to the Attack roll—to damage. Spelling tells you which is dice to roll damage and whether to add any modifications. If spelling or other effects deal damage to
more than one target at the same time, roll the damage once for all of them. For example, when the Wizards threw Fireball or a Scholar threw a Fire Strike, spelling damage was launched once for all creatures caught in the blast. When you score a critical hit, you get to roll the extra chest for
attack damage to the target. Roll all the dice of the attack damage twice and add it together. Then add any relevant modifications as usual. To speed up the toys, you can roll all the damage dick at once. For example, if you score a critical hit with Dagger, roll 2d4 for damage, instead of 1d4,
and then add the modification of your associated capabilities. If an attack involves a dacket of other damage, such as from the faction of a predefined Sneak Attack, you roll the das twice as well. Different attacks, damaging Spelling, and other harmful effects deal with different types of
damage. The Type of Damage does not have their own rules, but other rules, such as damage resistance, depend on the type. Types of Damage follow, with example to help GM allocate Damage to Effect.New Acid: Spray erodes black dragon breath and dissolving enzymes speared by
acid damage to the Black Pyding agreement. Bludgeoning: Blunt force attacks—hammers, falls, constriction, etc.—deal with bludgeoning damage. Cold: Chilli Infernal shines from Ice Devil's spear and fried explosions of white dragon breath treat cold damage. Fire: Red fire is breathing, and
many Spells sparked fire to deal with fire damage. Force: Force is pure magical energy focused on destructive shapes. Most of the effects that deal force damage are Spelling, including Magic Missile and Spiritual Weapons.Lightning: Lightning Bolt Spelling and blue dragon breath flash
damage. Necrotic: Necrotical damage, dealt with by certain Undeads and spells such as Chill Touch, loving things and even soul. Kidnapping: Puncture and impaling attacks, including sleeves and monster bites, padded damage to the agreement. Poison: Venomous stings and toxic gases
damage to green dragon respiratory poisons. Psychic: Mental abilities like the psionic explosive minds of psychic treaty psychic damage. Hiding: Damage surrendered, dealt with by spells of cleric Fire Strikes or crushing weapons of angels, wearing meat like fire and burdening enthusiasm
with power. Slashing: Swords, axes, and monster nails deal with damage. Thunder: Bursts of concussive sounds, such as the Thunderwave spelling effect, deal with worse damage. Some creatures and objects are very difficult or unusually easy to hurt with certain types of damage. If a
creature or object has resistance to the type of damage, the damage to that type is divided against it. If a creature or object has a disadvantage to the type of damage, the damage to that type doubles from it. Resistance and then weakness is used after all other modifications to spoil. For
example, the creature has Resistance to bludgeoning damage and is hit by an attack that dealt with 25 bludgeoning damage. These creatures are also in a magical aura that reduces all damage by 5. The 25 damage was first reduced by 5 and then divided, so the creature took 10 damage.
Some examples of resistance or weaknesses that affect the count of the same type of damage as just one example. For example, if a creature has resistance to fire damage as well as Resistance to all non-surgical damage, non-surgical fire damage is reduced by half of the creatures, not
reduced by three quarters. Unless it results in death, damage is not permanent. Even death can be reversed through strong magic. Breaks can restore The Hit Eye of the Creature, and magical methods such as the spelling of Cure Wounds or Potion of Healing can eliminate damage in ants.
When the creature receives Healing of any kind, the re-grabbed Hit Points are added to the current Hit Eye. The creature's Hit Points should not exceed the maximum hit point, so any Hit Points returning beyond this number disappear. For example, the druid gives Ranger 8 Hits of Healing
Points. If Ranger has 14 current Hit Points and has a maximum hit point of 20, Rangers gets 6 The Druids' Hit Eye, not the 8.A deceased creature, cannot regain the Eye of the Hit until magic such as revivify has restored it to life. When you fall into 0 Eye Hit, you are whether to die blatantly
or fall unconscious, as in the following sections. Massive damage can kill you immediately. When the damage reduces you to 0 Hit Points and there is remaining damage, you die if the remaining damage is equivalent to or exceeds your maximum hit point. For example, Cleric with a
maximum of 12 Hit Points now has 6 Hit Points. If he takes 18 damage from the Attack, he is reduced to 0 Hit Points, but 12 permanent damage. Because of the remaining damage to the maximum hit point, the Scholars die. If the damage reduces you to 0 Hit Points and fails to kill you, you
fall unconscious (see Conditions). This consciousness ends if you regain any Hit Points.Anytime you start Your Turn with 0 Hit Points, you must make a special savings throw, called death-saving throws, to determine whether you're creepy closer to death or hanging onto life. Unlike other
Austerity Throws, this one is not tied to any capability score. You're in the hands of luck now, helped only by Spelling and features that increase your chances of success at austerity throws. Roll d20: If the roll is 10 or higher, you succeed. Otherwise, you failed. Success or failure has no
Effect on its own. At your third success, you become stable (see below). At your third failure, you die. Success and failure do not have to be in a row; track both until you collect three types. The number of both is reset to zero when you regain any Hit Points or become stable. Rolling 1 or 20:
When you make a lethal saving throw and wind up 1 in the D20, it counts as two failures. If you launch 20 on the D20, you get back 1 hit point. Damage to 0 Eye Hit: If you take any damage while you have 0 Hit Points, you have a failure to remove deadly savings. If the damage is from a
critical hit, you suffer two failures instead. If the damage is equivalent to or exceeds the maximum point of your hit, you suffer an Instant Death.The best way to save the creature with 0 Points Hit is to cure it. If Cured is not available, the creature can at least be stabilized so that it is not killed
by a failed death-saving throw. You can use your actions to administer first aid to unconscious creatures and try to stabilize them, which requires a successful DC 10 Wisdom (Medical) examination. The stable creature doesn't make Death Saving Throw, although it has a 0-Eye Hit, but it
remains unconscious. The creature stops stable, and must begin making death-saving Throws again, it takes any damage. An unaled stable creature regained 1 hit point after 1d4 hours. Most GM has an immediate dead monster it falls to 0 Hit Points, rather than it falls unconscious and
makes Death-Saving Throws.Mighty Villains and Special Non-Player Characters are common exceptions; GM may have them fall unconscious and follow the same rules as the character of the player. Sometimes the attacker wants not to be able to eat, rather than dealing with a murder
shot. When the attacker reduces the creature to 0 Hit with the melee attack, the attacker can knock the creature out. Attackers can make this option immediately the damage is managed. The creature fell unconscious and stable. Some Spelling and Special Abilities bestow temporary Hit
Points to creatures. Temporary Hit Points is not a real hit point; they are a buffer against damage, a bunch of Hit Points that protect you from injury. When you have Temporary Hit Points and take damage, Temporary Hit Points disappear first, and any residual damage leads to your usual
Hit Eyes. For example, if you have 5 Temporary Hit Points and take 7 damages, you lose Temporary Hit Points and then take 2 damage. Since Temporary Hit Points are separate from your actual Hit Points, they can exceed your maximum hit point. Thus, the character is in full Hit Eye and
receives Temporary Hit Points.Healing can't restore Temporary Hit Points, and they can't be added together. If you have Temporary Hit Points and receive more of them, you decide whether to take care of the one you have or to get a new one. For example, if a spell gives you 12 Temporary
Hit Points when you already have 10, you can have 12 or 10, not 22.If you have 0 Temporary Hit Points, accept Temporary Hit Points not restore you to consciousness or stabilize you. They can still absorb the damage directed to you while you are in that state, but only true Healing can
save you. Unless a feature that gives you Temporary Hit Points has a Period, they last until they run out or you finish Long Rest.A Knight charging into the battle in Warhorse, the Pendeta casting Spelling from behind Griffon, or Cleric soars through the Sky on Pegasus all enjoying the
benefits of speed and mobility that mountains can provide. Willing beings that are at least one size larger than you and who have a suitable anatomy can serve as a mountain, using the following rules. Once during your move, you can launch a creature that is within 5 feet of you or is
smount. Doing so costs the same amount of Movement with half your speed. For example, if your speed is 30 feet, you must spend 15 feet of movement to launch a horse. Therefore, you should not launch it if you do not have 15 feet of left movement or if your speed is 0.If the effect of
transferring your mountain to its fittings while you are on it, you must succeed on the DC 10 Dexterity rescue throw or fall from the mountain, landing exposed in space within 5 feet of it. If you are knocked exposed during you must make the same saving throw. If your mountain is knocked
exposed, you can use your Reaction to keep it away as it falls and lands on your feet. Otherwise, you are relegated and exposed in space in 5 feet. When you are installed, you have two options. You can control the mountain or allow it to act independently. Intelligent creatures, such as
dragons, act independently. You can control the mountain only if it is have been trained to accept riders. Domestic horses, asses, and similar creatures are thought to have such training. Controlled mountain initiatives change to match you when you launch them. It moves as you direct it,
and it only has three action options: Dash, Disengage, and Dodge. Controlled mountains can move and act even at the turn you mount it. The freelance mountain retains its place in the order of the Initiative. Bearing the rider does not place restrictions on mountain action can take, and it
moves and acts as desired. It may escape the battle, rush to Attack and concentrate the wounded enemy badly, or otherwise act against your will. In any case, if the mountain raises an opportunity attack while you are on it, the attacker can target you or the mountain. When adventurers
chase the Sahuagin back to their undersea homes, fighting sharks on ancient vessels, or find themselves in flood dungeon rooms, they must fight in challenging environments. Underwater the following rules apply. When making a melee gun attack, creatures that do not have Swimming
speed (either natural or given by magic) have weaknesses on the Attack roll unless the weapon is Dagger, Javelin, Shortsword, spear, or Weapon Attack revolves around Trident.A automatically missed a target outside the normal range of weapons. Even against targets in the normal range,
the Attack roll has a disadvantage unless the weapon is a crossbow, net, or discarded weapon like Javelin (including sleeves, Trident, or darts). Fully soaked creatures and objects in the water have resistance to fire damage. Damage.
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